We present a neural-network-based architecture for 3D point cloud denoising called neural projection denoising (NPD). In our previous work, we proposed a two-stage denoising algorithm, which first estimates reference planes and follows by projecting noisy points to estimated reference planes. Since the estimated reference planes are inevitably noisy, multiprojection is applied to stabilize the denoising performance. NPD algorithm uses a neural network to estimate reference planes for points in noisy point clouds. With more accurate estimations of reference planes, we are able to achieve better denoising performances with only one-time projection. To the best of our knowledge, NPD is the first work to denoise 3D point clouds with deep learning techniques. To conduct the experiments, we sample 40000 point clouds from the 3D data in ShapeNet to train a network and sample 350 point clouds from the 3D data in ModelNet10 to test. Experimental results show that our algorithm can estimate normal vectors of points in noisy point clouds. Comparing to five competitive methods, the proposed algorithm achieves better denoising performance and produces much smaller variances. Our code is available at https://github. com/chaojingduan/Neural-Projection.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of 3D sensing techniques and the emerging field of 2D image-based 3D reconstruction make it possible to sample or generate millions of 3D points from surfaces of objects [1] [2] [3] . 3D point clouds are discrete representations of continuous surfaces and are widely used in robotics, virtual reality, and computer-aided shape design. 3D point clouds sampled by 3D scanners are generally noisy due to measurement noise, especially around edges and corners [4] . 3D point clouds reconstructed from multi-view images contain noise since the reconstructed algorithms fail to manage matching ambiguities [5, 6] . The inevitable noise in 3D point clouds undermines the performance of surface reconstruction algorithms and impairs further geometry processing tasks since the fine details are lost and the underlying manifold structures are prone to be deformed [7] .
However, 3D point clouds denoising or processing is challenging because 3D point clouds are permutation invariant and the neighboring points representing the local topology interact without any explicit connecting information. To denoise 3D point clouds, we aim to estimate the continuous surface localized around each 3D point and remove noise by projecting noisy points to the corresponding local surfaces. The intuition is that noiseless points are sampled from surfaces. To estimate local surfaces, we parameterize them by 2D reference planes. By projecting noisy points to the estimated reference planes, we ensure that all the denoised points come from the underlying surfaces.
Deep neural networks have shown ground-breaking performances in various domains, such as speech processing and image processing [8] . Recently, several deep-learning architectures have been proposed to deal with 3D point clouds in tasks such as classification, segmentation, and upsampling [9] [10] [11] . In this work, we learn reference planes from noisy point clouds and further reduce noise with deep learning; we name the proposed algorithm as neural projection denoising (NPD). Estimated reference planes are represented by normal vectors and interceptions. The reason for using deep learning is that previous algorithms are not robust enough to noise intensity, sampling density, and curvature variations. These algorithms need to define neighboring points to capture local structures. However, it is difficult to choose the neighboring points adaptively according to the sampling density or curvature variation.
In our experiments, the point clouds used for training are sampled from the 3D dataset ShapeNet and the point clouds used for testing are sampled from the 3D dataset ModelNet10 [12, 13] . The experimental results show that NPD outperforms four of five other denoising algorithms in all seven categories and achieves the lowest variance in both evaluation metrics.
Contributions. 1) To the best of our knowledge, NPD is the first to directly deal with 3D point clouds for denois-ing tasks with deep learning techniques; 2) NPD can estimate normal vector for each point with both local and global information and is less affected by noise intensity and curvature variation; 3) NPD can denoise noisy point clouds without defining neighboring points for noisy point clouds or calculating the eigendecomposition to estimate local geometries; 4) NPD provides the possibility of 3D point cloud parameterization with the combination of local and global information.
RELATED WORK
Point cloud denoising. 3D point cloud denoising has been tackled by various approaches: mesh-based denoising, graphbased denoising, and projection-based denoising. Bilateral filter (BF) and partial differential equations (PDE) are widely used in mesh and point cloud denoising [14, 15] , but these mesh-based algorithms cause shrinkage and deformation [16] . Graph-based denoising (GBD) algorithms have received increasing attention because the Laplace-Beltrami operator of manifolds can be approximated by the graph Laplacian [17, 18] ; however, a graph constructed from a noisy point cloud is also noisy and cannot reflect the true manifold, causing deformation issues [19] . Projection-based denoising algorithm named weighted multi-projection (WMP) in [20] estimates reference planes for 3D points and project noisy 3D points to the planes multiple times for denoising purpose. NPD estimates the reference planes with deep learning techniques and project noisy point clouds only once.
Deep learning on 3D data. Researchers first attempted to handle 3D data with deep learning techniques by voxelizing 3D shapes and applying 3D convolutional neural networks [13] . Voxelization as a 3D data pre-processing procedure is computationally intensive and leads in quantization artifacts [9] . The authors in [9] proposed an architecture that directly consumed 3D point clouds without voxelizing or converting for classification and segmentation tasks. In the paper, we adopt the idea and redesign the framework to estimate normal vectors of points in a noisy point cloud and directly denoise 3D point cloud via deep learning techniques.
.., N } be a 3D noiseless point cloud, where N is the total number of points in S, and each point
T is a coordinate
.., N } represent a noisy 3D point cloud, and each point
T is a coordinate vector. Note that p i = p i + n i , where n i is a 3D noise vector attached to the point p i and n i ∼N (0, Σ).
Since 3D point clouds are sampled from surfaces, they are essentially 2D manifolds embedded in 3D space. These surfaces can be locally approximated by 2D reference planes. One of our goals is learning reference planes for points with the existence of noise, but the accurate reference planes for the ground-truth surface are unknown. Unlike the work in [20] which calculate the reference planes by constructing weighted covariance matrices from noisy point clouds, NPD estimates the reference planes by learning the global and local geometries via deep learning techniques. During pre-processing, we calculate reference planes for points in noiseless point clouds as in [20] . During denoising, we process noisy point clouds to estimate reference planes for points. We then project noisy points to their corresponding estimated reference planes to denoise the point clouds. The noiseless point clouds and the calculated reference planes are used to supervise the denoised point clouds and the estimated reference planes, respectively. Algorithm. The system pipeline is shown in Fig. 1 . During pre-processing, we use graph-based techniques to calculate reference planes for points as in [20] . Let T i be the reference plane with normal vector a i and interception c i calculated from noiseless point cloud for point p i . Let T i be the reference plane with normal vector a i and interception c i estimated from our neural network.
During denoising procedure, we project noisy point p i to the estimated plane T i to obtain the denoised point p i as
The reference plane and the noiseless point cloud are used to constraint or supervise the reference plane estimation and the denoised point cloud, respectively. NPD architecture is shown in Fig. 2 . The architecture directly takes noisy point clouds as inputs and passes through shared multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which means each perceptron is applied to the feature vectors of each point independently and identically as in [9] . The max-pooling is selecting the max value of each column of the matrix; the global information is contained in a 1D vector for each point cloud and represents a whole point cloud [9] .
The local feature vector contains local information for each point. The extracted global information is concatenated to make our architecture less sensitive to sampling densities and able to learn the number of neighboring points adaptively. 3D point cloud denoising requires local information of each point since reference planes are different for different points due to their local geometries. For example, a point on a flat surface and a point on a sharp edge contain different local information and they should be treated differently. 3D point cloud denoising also requires global information for each point in a point cloud. For example, the edge distribution and The proposed network takes noisy point clouds S with N points as input, then passes the inputs through the shared multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to obtain local features. We mark MLP as shared because each point goes through the same MLP and the feature vector is obtained independently and identically as in [9] . The global features are captured by max-pooling, which selects the max value of each of 512 columns to produce a 1 × 512 global feature vector. We concatenate global and local features, then pass them through MLP to obtain reference planes represented as an N × 4 matrix. A function f ( S, R) is applied to project the noisy points to the estimated reference planes to denoise point clouds. The denoised point cloud S and estimated reference planes T i are supervised by the noiseless point cloud S and the calculated reference plane T i , respectively. We use MSE loss to calculate loss1 (Eq. 1), which constraints the denoised point clouds to stay close to the noiseless point clouds. We use the cosine similarity loss to calculate loss2 (Eq. 2), which constrains the estimated reference planes T i to be similar to the calculated reference planes T i [20] . The number of MLP layers are shown in brackets.
the curvature variation of an airplane and a table are distinct. It is essential that each point is aware of the skeleton and the global view of the surface from which it is sampled. We pass the combined information through shared MLPs to learn reference planes. We then project the points in noisy point clouds to their corresponding reference planes. The projected points are the denoised points sampled from the reference planes. loss1 is treated as a point-cloud loss and we calculate mean-squared-error (MSE) between the noiseless point cloud S and the denoised point cloud S,
loss2 is treated as a reference-plane loss and we calculate the absolute value of the cosine similarity.
The training loss is calculated as
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that we can tune during the training for the best performance. We also show the effect of α with three small datasets in Fig. 3 .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Dataset. We train our network with ShapeNet data, which contains 55 object categories with more than 50,000 3D mesh models [12] . We test our net with the dataset in ModelNet10, which contains 10 object categories with more than 3000 3D mesh models [13] . We select 40000 3D meshes in ShapeNet and sampled point clouds for the training procedure and each point cloud contains 2048 points; we randomly select 50 3D meshes in seven categories in ModelNet10 and sample point clouds for the testing procedure. The point clouds are rescaled into a unit cube and centered at the origin. We pre-process the training data to obtain reference planes of points and add i.i.d. Gaussian noise to construct noisy point clouds. We compare the denoising results from NPD with the state-of-the-art denoising algorithms, including BF algorithm [14] , GDB algorithm [21] , PDE algorithm [15] , Non-local Denoising (NLD) algorithm [16] and MWP [20] . For all the algorithms, we tune parameters to produce their best performances. Results and analysis. To quantify the performances of different algorithms, we use the metrics MSE (Eq. (1)) and Chamfer distance (CD) defined as,
where S and S denote denoised point clouds and noiseless point clouds, respectively. We have p i ∈ S, p i ∈ S and N = | S| = |S| is the total number of points.
To show the effects of α in our loss function, we vary α = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 to train the neural network with smaller datasets. MSE and CD errors are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . For all three categories (sofa, bed, and toilet), MSE (left) decreases and CD (right) increases as α increases.
The tendencies of MSE error and CD error are different as the value of α increases. CD promotes the plane-toplane matching; MSE promotes the point-to-point matching. 1) When α → 0, we restrict the predicted reference planes stay closer to the calculated reference planes. It makes the manifolds that the denoised point clouds are lying on close to the manifolds that the noiseless point clouds are lying on, which produces the smaller CD values; 2) When α → 1, we restrict the point clouds S calculated from the predicted reference planes stay close to the noiseless point clouds S. It makes the denoised point clouds stay close to the noiseless point clouds, which produces the smaller MSE values.
We also train a network without providing the global feature in Fig. 2 Table 1 . MSE error and CD error for three categories (sofa, bed, and toilet) with and without global features. It shows that the global features significantly improve the denoising performance by providing global contextual information, which is rarely considered in most previous works on denoising.
In our experiments, we start the training with small α and increase the value of α gradually. Figs. 4 and Fig. 5 show the denoising performances in seven categories evaluated by MSE and CD (mean and standard deviation), respectively. We see that NPD algorithm outperforms four of its competitors in all seven categories by the defined metrics. NPD algorithm also produces the smallest variance for all the categories and both evaluation metrics. We analyze the reason to be that the number of point clouds and the number of object categories in the training dataset are large enough and the trained network is powerful enough to denoise all the point clouds in our testing dataset. Fig. 4 . The proposed algorithm (in red) outperforms all of its competitors in terms of MSE. The denoised point clouds produced by our architecture stay point-wise closer to the noiseless point clouds compared to the denoised point clouds produced by other algorithms. Fig. 5 . The proposed algorithm (in red) outperforms its competitors in terms of CD. The denoised point clouds produced by our architecture are closer to the original point clouds or the manifolds point clouds are lying on compared to the denoised point clouds produced by other algorithms.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel algorithm for 3D point cloud denoising by estimating reference planes for points with deep learning techniques called neural projection algorithm (NPD). Without searching for neighboring points for each point in noisy point clouds as previous algorithms, we directly estimate reference planes and project noisy points to their corresponding reference planes. We validate the proposed architecture on real datasets and the proposed architecture beats BF, PDE, GBD, and NLD algorithms. The proposed algorithm produces a much smaller variance in all seven categories for both two evaluation metrics.
